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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

Ensuring the correctness of multithreaded programs is difﬁcult, due to the potential for unexpected and nondeterministic interactions between threads. Previous work addressed this problem by devising tools for detecting race
conditions, a situation where two threads simultaneously
access the same data variable, and at least one of the accesses is a write. However, verifying the absence of such
simultaneous-access race conditions is neither necessary nor
suﬃcient to ensure the absence of errors due to unexpected
thread interactions.
We propose that a stronger non-interference property is
required, namely atomicity. Atomic methods can be assumed to execute serially, without interleaved steps of other
threads. Thus, atomic methods are amenable to sequential reasoning techniques, which signiﬁcantly simpliﬁes both
formal and informal reasoning about program correctness.
This paper presents a type system for specifying and verifying the atomicity of methods in multithreaded Java programs. The atomic type system is a synthesis of Lipton’s
theory of reduction and type systems for race detection.
We have implemented this atomic type system for Java
and used it to check a variety of standard Java library classes.
The type checker uncovered subtle atomicity violations in
classes such as java.lang.String and java.lang.StringBuffer that cause crashes under certain thread interleavings.

Ensuring the correctness of multithreaded programs is difﬁcult, due to the potential for unexpected and nondeterministic interactions between threads. Previous work has
addressed this problem by devising type systems [18, 17]
and other static [19] and dynamic [35] checking tools for detecting race conditions. A race condition occurs when two
threads simultaneously access the same data variable, and
at least one of the accesses is a write.
Unfortunately, verifying the absence of such simultaneousaccess race conditions is insuﬃcient to ensure the absence of
errors due to unexpected thread interactions. To illustrate
this idea, consider the following method, in which the shared
variable x is protected by the lock l:
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int x; // shared var guarded by lock l
void m() {
int t;
synchronized (l) { t = x; }
t++;
synchronized (l) { x = t; }
}
This method does not suﬀer from race conditions, a property that can be easily veriﬁed with existing tools such as
rccjava [18]. However, the method may still not have the
expected eﬀect of simply incrementing x that it would in a
sequential setting. In particular, if n calls to the method are
made concurrently, the overall eﬀect may be to increment x
by any number between 1 and n.
We propose that a stronger non-interference property is
required, namely atomicity. If a method is atomic, then any
interaction between that method and steps of other threads
is guaranteed to be benign, in the sense that these interactions do not change the program’s overall behavior. Thus,
having veriﬁed the atomicity of a method, we can subsequently specify and verify that method using standard sequential reasoning techniques, even though the scheduler is
free to interleave threads at instruction-level granularity.
We believe that a fundamental correctness property common to many interfaces in multithreaded programs is that
the methods of these interfaces are intended to be atomic.
Programmers have precise expectations regarding the methods that should be atomic, as illustrated by the documentation for the class java.lang.StringBuffer in JDK1.4:
“String buﬀers are safe for use by multiple threads.
The methods are synchronized where necessary
so that all the operations on any particular instance behave as if they occur in some serial order

that is consistent with the order of the method
calls made by each of the individual threads involved.”
A methodology that supports concise speciﬁcation and efﬁcient checking of such expectations of atomicity would be
invaluable to both the implementor and the client of such an
interface. Unfortunately, existing checking methodologies
are unable to either formally specify or verify such expectations. Although the notions of atomicity and race-freedom
are closely related, race-freedom is not suﬃcient to prove
atomicity, as shown in the example above; it is also not necessary, as we show in Section 1.1.
In this paper, we present a type system for specifying and
checking atomicity properties of methods in multithreaded
programs. Methods can be annotated with the keyword
atomic. The type system checks that for any (arbitrarilyinterleaved) execution, there is a corresponding serial execution with equivalent behavior in which the instructions
of the atomic method are not interleaved with instructions
from other threads.
To evaluate the utility of this atomic type system, we
implemented an atomic type checker for the full Java programming language [23] and tested it on a variety of widelyused Java library classes. We discovered a number of previously unknown defects, including subtle atomicity violations in java.lang.String and java.lang.StringBuffer
that cause crashes under certain interleavings. These errors
are not due to race conditions, and would be missed by a
race condition checker.

1.1 The need for atomicity
As an illustration of the problems that arise in multithreaded programming, consider the program shown below.
This program allocates a new bank account, and makes two
deposits into the account in parallel. This program is written in the language ConcurrentJava, which is essentially
a multithreaded subset of Java extended with let and fork
constructs.
class Account {
int balance = 0;
int deposit1(int x) {
this.balance = this.balance + x;
}
}
let Account a = new Account in {
fork {a.deposit1(10)};
fork {a.deposit1(10)}
}

The program may exhibit unexpected behavior. In particular, if the two calls to deposit1 are interleaved, the ﬁnal
value of balance may reﬂect only one of the two deposits
made to the account, which is clearly not the intended behavior of the program. That is, the program contains a
race condition: two threads attempt to manipulate the ﬁeld
deposit1 simultaneously, with incorrect results.
We can ﬁx this error by protecting the ﬁeld balance by
the implicit lock of the account object and only accessing or
updating balance when that lock is held:
int deposit2(int x) {
synchronized (this) {

this.balance = this.balance + x;
}
}

The race condition checker rccjava [18] can detect the race
condition in the original bank account implementation and
can verify that the modiﬁed implementation is race-free.
In general, however, the absence of race conditions does
not imply the absence of errors due to thread interactions.
To illustrate this point, we extend the account implementation with two additional methods—readBalance1 to return
the current account balance and withdraw1 to take money
out of the account.
int readBalance1() {
int t;
synchronize (this) {
t = balance;
};
return t;
}

void withdraw1(int amt) {
int b = readBalance1();
synchronize (this) {
balance = b - amt;
}
}

Even though there are no races in either method, the method
withdraw1 is not atomic and may not behave correctly. For
example, consider two concurrent transactions on the account —a withdrawal and a deposit— issued at a time when
the account balance is 10.
fork { withdraw1(10); };
fork { deposit2(10); };

// Thread 1
// Thread 2

We would expect an account balance of 10 after the program terminates, but certain executions violate this expectation. Suppose the scheduler ﬁrst performs the call to
readBalance1 in Thread 1 which returns 10. The scheduler then switches to Thread 2 and completes the execution
of deposit2 ending with balance = 20. Finally, the scheduler switches back to Thread 1 and completes the execution
setting balance to 0. Thus, even though there are no races
in this program, unexpected interaction between the threads
can lead to incorrect behavior.
The account interface provided by the methods deposit2,
readBalance1, and withdraw1 is intended to be atomic, a
fundamental property common to many interfaces in multithreaded programs. A programmer using an atomic interface should not have to worry about unexpected interactions
between concurrent invocations of the methods of the interface. Our type system provides the means to specify and
verify such atomicity properties, thus catching errors such
as the one in withdraw1 above.
Having caught the error with our type system, we ﬁx the
problem in withdraw1 as shown below. At the same time,
since readBalance1 performs a single read of a single-word
ﬁeld, its synchronized statement is redundant, and we remove it.
int readBalance2() {
return balance;
}

void withdraw2(int amt) {
synchronize (this) {
balance = balance - amt;
}
}

A race condition checker will report a race in readBalance2.
However, this warning is a false alarm as the race condition
is benign. Despite the presence of benign race conditions,
our type system can still verify that the methods deposit2,
readBalance2, and withdraw2 are atomic.

1.2 An overview of types for atomicity
More generally, suppose a method contains a sequence of
right movers followed by a single atomic action followed by
a sequence of left movers. Then an execution where this
method has been fully executed can be reduced to another
execution with the same resulting state where the method
is executed serially without any interleaved actions by other
threads. Therefore, an atomic annotation on such a method
is valid.
The remainder of the paper describes our type system in
more detail. The following section presents a multithreaded
subset of Java, and Section 3 formalizes the atomic type
system for this Java subset. Section 4 describes the implementation of the atomic type system for the Java programming language [23]; the application of this type checker to
a number of widely-used classes; and reports on atomicity
violations caught using this checker. Section 5 describes related work, and we conclude with Section 6. Appendix A
contains the full set of type rules for our system.

As we have seen, although the notions of atomicity and
race-freedom are closely related, and both are commonly
achieved using locks, race-freedom is neither necessary nor
suﬃcient for ensuring atomicity.
We now present an overview of our type system for checking atomicity. We allow any method to be annotated with
keyword atomic, and use the theory of right and left movers,
ﬁrst proposed by Lipton [28], to prove the correctness of
atomic annotations.
An action a is a right mover if for any execution where the
action a performed by one thread is immediately followed
by an action b of a diﬀerent thread, the actions a and b can
be swapped without changing the resulting state, as shown
below. Similarly, an action b is a left mover if whenever b
immediately follows an action a of a diﬀerent thread, the
actions a and b can be swapped, again without changing the
resulting state.
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The type system classiﬁes actions as left or right movers as
follows. Consider an execution in which an acquire operation
a on some lock is immediately followed by an action b of a
second thread. Since the lock is already held by the ﬁrst
thread, the action b neither acquires nor releases the lock,
and hence the acquire operation can be moved to the right of
b without changing the resulting state. Thus the type system
classiﬁes each lock acquire operation as a right mover.
Similarly, consider an action a of one thread that is immediately followed by a lock release operation b by a second
thread. During a, the second thread holds the lock, and a
can neither acquire nor release the lock. Hence the lock release operation can be moved to the left of a without changing the resulting state, and thus the type system classiﬁes
lock release operations as left movers.
Finally, consider an access (read or write) to a shared
variable declared with the guard annotation guarded by l.
This annotation states that the lock denoted by expression
l must be held when the variable is accessed. Since our type
system enfores this access restriction, no two threads may
access the ﬁeld at the same time, and therefore every access
to this ﬁeld is both a right mover and a left mover.
To illustrate how the theory of movers enables us to verify
atomicity, consider a method that (1) acquires a lock (the
operation acq in the ﬁrst execution trace in the diagram
below), (2) reads a variable x protected by that lock into a
local variable t (t=x), (3) updates that variable (x=t+1), and
then (4) releases the lock (rel). Suppose that the actions
of this method are interleaved with arbitrary actions E1 ,
E2 , E3 of other threads. Because the acquire operation is
a right mover and the write and release operations are left
movers, there exists an equivalent serial execution where the
operations of the method are not interleaved with operations
of other threads, as illustrated by the following diagram.
Thus the method is atomic.
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This section presents ConcurrentJava [18], a multithreaded subset of Java [23] that we use to formalize our
type system. ConcurrentJava supports multithreaded
programs by including the operation fork e which spawns
a new thread for the evaluation of e. This evaluation is performed only for its eﬀect; the result of e is never used. Locks
are provided for thread synchronization. As in Java, each
object has an associated lock that has two states, locked
and unlocked, and is initially unlocked. The expression
synchronized e1 e2 is evaluated in a manner similar to
Java’s synchronized statement: the subexpression e1 is evaluated ﬁrst, and should yield an object, whose lock is then
acquired; the subexpression e2 is then evaluated; and ﬁnally
the lock is released. The result of e2 is returned as the
result of the synchronized expression. While evaluating e2 ,
the current thread is said to hold the lock. Any other thread
that attempts to acquire the lock blocks until the lock is released. A forked thread does not inherit locks held by its
parent thread.
The syntax of the synchronized and fork expressions and
the rest of ConcurrentJava is shown in Figure 1. A program is a sequence of class deﬁnitions together with an initial expression. Each class deﬁnition associates a class name
with a class body consisting of a super class, a sequence of
ﬁeld declarations, and a sequence of method declarations. A
ﬁeld declaration includes an initialization expression and an
optional final modiﬁer; if this modiﬁer is present, then the
ﬁeld cannot be updated after initialization. We use “[X]opt ”
in grammars to denote either “X” or the empty string. A
method declaration consists of the method name, its return
type, number and types of its arguments, and an expression
for the method body. Types include class types, integers,
and long integers. Class types include class names introduced by the program, as well as the predeﬁned class Object,
which serves as the root of the class hierarchy. Expressions
include the typical operations for object allocation, ﬁeld access and update, method invocation, variable binding and
reference, conditionals, and loops, as well as the concurrency
primitives. Variables are bound by let-expressions, formal
parameter lists, and the special variable this is implicitly
bound by a class declaration and is in scope within the body
of that class.

P
defn
body

::=
::=
::=

field
meth
arg
s, t
c
e

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|
|
∈
∈
∈
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cn
fd
mn
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defn ∗ e
class cn body
extends c
{ field ∗ meth ∗ }
[final]opt t fd = e
t mn(arg ∗ ) { e }
tx
c | int | long
cn | Object
new c
x
e.fd
e.fd = e
e.mn(e ∗ )
let arg = e in e
while e e
if e e e
synchronized e e
fork e
class names
ﬁeld names
method names
variable names

(program)
(class decl)
(class body)
(ﬁeld decl)
(method decl)
(variable decl)
(type)
(class type)
(allocate)
(variable)
(ﬁeld access)
(ﬁeld update)
(method call)
(variable binding)
(iteration)
(conditional)
(synchronization)
(fork)

Figure 1: ConcurrentJava.
We present example programs in an extended language
with integer and boolean constants and operations, and the
constant null. The sequential composition e1 ; e2 abbreviates let x = e1 in e2 , where x does not occur free in e2 ; the
expression e[x := e ] denotes the capture-free substitution of
e for x in e. We sometimes enclose expressions in parentheses or braces for clarity and use return e to emphasize that
the result of e is the return value of the current method.

3.

TYPES FOR ATOMICITY

3.1 Basic Atomicities
Like conventional type systems, our type system assigns
to each expression a type characterizing the value of that
expression. In addition, our type system also assigns to each
expression an atomicity characterizing the behavior [39] or
eﬀect of that expression. The set of atomicities includes the
following basic atomicities:
• const: An expression is assigned the atomicity const
if its evaluation does not depend on or change any mutable state. Hence the repeated evaluation of a const
expression with a given environment always yields the
same result.
• mover: An expression is assigned the atomicity mover
if it both left and right commutes with operations of
other threads. For example, an access to a ﬁeld f declared as guarded by l is a mover if the access is performed with the lock l held. Clearly, this access cannot happen concurrently with another access to f by a
diﬀerent thread if that thread also accesses f with the
lock l held. Therefore, this access both left and right
commutes with any concurrent operation by another
thread. 1
1

Since Java does not provide separate lock acquire and re-

• atomic: An expression is assigned the atomicity atomic
if it is a single atomic action or if it can be considered
to execute without interleaved actions of other threads.
• cmpd: An expression is assigned the atomicity cmpd if
none of the preceeding atomicities apply.
• error: An expression is assigned the atomicity error
if it violates the locking discipline speciﬁed by the type
annotations.
If the basic atomicity α reﬂects the behavior of an expression e, then the iterative closure α∗ reﬂects the behavior of
executing e an arbitrary number of times, and is deﬁned as
follows:
const∗
mover∗
atomic∗
cmpd∗
error∗

=
=
=
=
=

const
mover
cmpd
cmpd
error

Similarly, if basic atomicities α1 and α2 reﬂect the behavior of e1 and e2 respectively, then the sequential composition
α1 ; α2 reﬂects the behavior of e1 ; e2 , and is deﬁned by the
following table.
;
const
mover
atomic
cmpd
error

const
const
mover
atomic
cmpd
error

mover
mover
mover
atomic
cmpd
error

atomic
atomic
atomic
cmpd
cmpd
error

cmpd
cmpd
cmpd
cmpd
cmpd
error

error
error
error
error
error
error

Basic atomicities are ordered by the subatomicity relation:
const < mover < atomic < cmpd < error
Let  denote the join operator based on this subatomicity
ordering. If basic atomicities α1 and α2 reﬂect the behavior
of e1 and e2 respectively, then the nondeterministic choice
between executing either e1 or e2 has atomicity α1  α2 .

3.2 Conditional Atomicities
In some cases, the atomicity of an expression depends on
the locks held by the thread evaluating that expression. For
example, an access to a ﬁeld declared as guarded by l has
atomicity mover if the lock l is held by the current thread,
and has atomicity error otherwise. We assign such an access
the conditional atomicity:
l ? mover : error
A conditional atomicity l ? a : b is equivalent to atomicity a
if the lock l is currently held, and is equivalent to atomicity b if the lock is not held. Conditional atomicities provide
a more precise characterization of the behavior of synchronized statements and methods. We use l ? a to abbreviate
l ? a : error. The set of atomicities thus includes both the
basic atomicities described above and conditional atomicities:
a, b ::= α | l ? a : b
α, β ::= const | mover | atomic | cmpd | error
l ::= e
lease operations, we do not need separate left movers and
right movers, since each expression is either a mover in both
directions or not at all.

Each atomicity a is equivalent to a function [[a]] from the
set of locks currently held to a basic atomicity:
[[α]](ls )
[[l ? a1 : a2 ]](ls)

= α
j
[[a1 ]](ls)
=
[[a2 ]](ls)

if l ∈ ls
if l ∈
 ls

For example, the conditional atomicity a:
l1 ? mover : (l2 ? atomic : error)
is equivalent to the function:
8
< mover
atomic
[[a]](ls ) =
: error

identiﬁes atomicities that are syntactically diﬀerent but semantically equal. For example, (l ? mover : mover) ≡ mover.
The following theorem states interesting properties of atomicities.
Theorem 2. For all atomicities a, b, and c, the following
statements are true.
1. Iterative closure is monotonic and idempotent.
a
(a )
∗ ∗

if l1 ∈ ls
 ls, l2 ∈ ls
if l1 ∈
if l1 ∈
 ls, l2 ∈
 ls

2. Sequential composition is monotonic and associative
and const is a left and right identity of this operation.
a
(a; b); c
const; a
a; const

We extend the calculation of iterative closure, sequential
composition, and join operations to conditional atomicities
as follows:
(l ? a : b)∗
(l ? a1 : a2 ); b
α; (l ? b1 : b2 )
(l ? a1 : a2 )  b
α  (l ? a1 : a2 )

l ? a ∗ : b∗
l ? (a1 ; b) : (a2 ; b)
l ? (α; b1 ) : (α; b2 )
l ? (a1  b) : (a2  b)
l ? (α  a1 ) : (α  a2 )

=
=
=
=
=

We also extend the calculation of subatomicity ordering to
conditional atomicities. To decide a  b, we use an auxiliary
relation hn , where h is a set of locks that is known to be
held by the current thread, and n is a set of locks that is
known to be not held by the current thread. Intuitively, the
condition a hn b holds if and only if [[a]](ls)  [[b]](ls) holds
for every lockset ls that contains h and is disjoint from n.
We deﬁne a  b to be a ∅∅ b and check a hn b recursively
as follows:
αβ
α h
n β
h∪{l}

(l ∈ n ⇒ a1 n

b)

(l ∈ h ⇒ a2 h
b)
n∪{l}

l ? a1 : a2 h
n b
h∪{l}

(l ∈ n ⇒ α n

α

b1 )

h
n

(l ∈ h ⇒ α h
b )
n∪{l} 2

l ? b1 : b2

The following theorem claims that the iterative closure,
sequential composition, and join operations on conditional
atomicities are the pointwise extensions of the corresponding
operations on basic atomicities. Similarly, the subatomicity
ordering on conditional atomicities is the pointwise extension of the subatomicity ordering on basic atomicities.
Theorem 1. For all atomicities a and b, the following
statements are true.
1. For all locksets ls,
[[a∗ ]](ls)
[[a; b]](ls)
[[a  b]](ls)

= ([[a]](ls))∗
= [[a]](ls ); [[b]](ls)
= [[a]](ls )  [[b]](ls)

2. a  b ⇔ ∀ls. [[a]](ls)  [[b]](ls)
The relation  is an equivalence relation with minimum
element const and maximum element error. Atomicities a
and b are equivalent, written a ≡ b, if a  b and b  a. If
a ≡ b, then ∀ls. [[a]](ls) = [[b]](ls). The equivalence relation ≡

 a∗
≡ a∗


≡
≡
≡

a; b
a; (b; c)
a
a

3. Sequential composition and iterative closure distribute
over the join operation.
a; (b  c) ≡
(a  b); c ≡
(a  b)∗ ≡

a; b  a; c
a; c  b; c
a ∗  b∗

3.3 The Type System
The atomicity of a ﬁeld access depends on the synchronization discipline used for that ﬁeld. Our type system relies
on the programmer to explicate this synchronization discipline as a type annotations. The annotation guarded by l
expresses the common synchronization discipline that the
lock expression l must be held whenever the ﬁeld is read or
written. The annotation write guarded by l states that the
lock expression l must be held for writes, but not necessarily
for reads. If neither annotation is present, the ﬁeld can be
read or written at any time.
The soundness of the type system requires that each lock
expression l denotes a ﬁxed lock throughout the execution of
the program. We satisfy this requirement by ensuring that
each lock expression has atomicity const; such expressions
include references to immutable variables2 , accesses to ﬁnal
ﬁelds of const expressions, and calls to const methods with
const arguments.
Each method declaration includes a speciﬁcation of the
method’s atomicity. The type system checks that the body
of the method has this atomicity, and uses this atomicity at
call sites of the method. We extend the syntax of ﬁeld and
method declarations to include these type annotations, and
refer to the extended language as AtomicJava.
field
meth
g
l

::=
::=
::=
::=

(ﬁelds)
[final]opt t fd [g]opt = e
a t mn(arg ∗ ) { e }
(methods)
guarded by l | write guarded by l (guards)
e
(lock expression)

A method declaration may also contain the type annotation
requires l1 , . . . , ln stating that the locks l1 , . . . , ln should be
held at any call site of the method. A method declaration
with a requires clauses, such as:
a t mn(arg ∗ ) requires l1 , . . . , ln { e }
2
All variables are immutable in AtomicJava, but only ﬁnal
variables are in Java.

is an abbreviation for the declaration:
(l1 ? l2 ? . . . ? ln ? a) t mn(arg ∗ ) { e }
where the conditional atomicity (l1 ? l2 ? . . . ? ln ? a) is equivalent to a if the locks l1 , . . . , ln are all held, and equivalent
to error otherwise.
The core of our type system is a set of rules for reasoning
about the type judgment
P;E  e : t & a.
Here, P (the program being checked) is included in the judgment to provide information about class deﬁnitions in the
program; E is an environment providing types for the free
variables of e; t is the type of e, and a is the atomicity of e.
The rule [exp while] for while e1 e2 determines the atomicities a1 and a2 of e1 and e2 , and states that the atomicity of
the while loop is a1 ; (a2 ; a1 )∗ , reﬂecting the iterative nature
of the while loop.
[exp while]
P ; E  e1 : int & a1 P ; E  e2 : t & a2
P ; E  while e1 e2 : int & (a1 ; (a2 ; a1 )∗ )

The atomicity of a ﬁeld access e.fd depends on the synchronization discipline, if any, used for that variable. If fd is
a ﬁnal ﬁeld, then the rule [exp ref final] checks that e is
a well-typed expression of some class type c and that c declares or inherits a ﬁnal ﬁeld fd of type t. It states that e.fd
has type t and atomicity a; const, where a is the atomicity
of e.
[exp ref final]
P;E  e : c & a
P ; E  (final t fd = e  ) ∈ c
P ; E  e.fd : t & (a; const)

The rule [exp ref race] deals with the case where fd is
not ﬁnal and not protected.
[exp ref race]
P;E  e : c & a
P ; E  (t fd = e  ) ∈ c
P ; E  e.fd : t & (a; A(t))

The atomicity A(t) of the ﬁeld reference depends on the
type t. If t is a class type or int, then the ﬁeld reference
is atomic. If t is long, then the ﬁeld may be read with two
32-bit loads, and hence is cmpd.
j
A(t) =

atomic
cmpd

if t = long
if t = long

The rule [exp ref guard] applies when fd is guarded by
a lock l. In this case, the ﬁeld reference has atomicity mover
provided the lock is held, and has atomicity error otherwise. The substitution l[this := e] accounts for the aliasing
between this and e. That is, occurrences of this in the lock
expression l refer to the object being dereferenced, which is
the same object as that denoted by e.
[exp ref guard]
P;E  e : c & a
P ; E  (t fd guarded by l = e  ) ∈ c
b ≡ (l[this := e] ? mover) P ; E  b
P ; E  e.fd : t & (a; b)

The rule [exp ref write guard] applies when fd is write
guarded by a lock, i.e., the lock must be held for writes but
not for reads. If the lock is held, then the reference is a
mover, since it commutes with reads by other threads, and
no other thread can write to the ﬁeld. If the lock is not
held, the ﬁeld reference has atomicity A(t), i.e., the read is
atomic if and only if fd is not of type long.
[exp ref write guard]
P;E  e : c & a
P ; E  (t fd write guarded by l = e  ) ∈ c
b ≡ (l[this := e] ? mover : A(t)) P ; E  b
P ; E  e.fd : t & (a; b)

The rules for ﬁeld updates e.fd = e are similar to those for
ﬁeld accesses. A ﬁnal ﬁeld cannot be updated. A guarded by
ﬁeld can only be updated if the appropriate lock is held, and
the update is a mover. A write guarded by ﬁeld can only
be updated if the appropriate lock is held, and the update
has atomicity A(t), where t is the type of the ﬁeld. An unprotected ﬁeld can always be updated, and the update has
atomicity A(t).
The atomicity of a method call reﬂects the atomicity of
the callee. The substitution b[this := e0 ] in the method call
rule accounts for the aliasing between this and e0 . That is,
occurrences of this in the method’s atomicity b refer to
the object being invoked, which is the same object as that
denoted by e0 .
[exp call]
P ; E  ei : ti & ai t0 = c P ; E  b[this := e0 ]
P ; E  (b s mn(t1 y1 , . . . , tn yn ) { e }) ∈ c
P ; E  e0 .mn(e1 , . . . , en ) : s & (a0 ; a1 ; . . . ; an ; b[this := e0 ])

The rule [exp sync] for synchronized l e checks that l is a
const expression of some class type c and infers the atomicity a of the synchronized body e.
[exp sync]
P ; E  l : c & const P ; E  e : t & a
P ; E  synchronized l e : t & S(l, a)

The function S deﬁned below determines the atomicity of
the synchronized statement. For example, if the body is a
mover and the lock is already held, then the synchronized
statement is also a mover, since the acquire and release operations are no-ops. If the body is a mover and the lock is
not already held, then the synchronized statement is atomic,
since the execution consists of a right mover (the acquire),
followed by a left and right mover (the body), followed by a
left mover (the release). If the body has conditional atomicity l ? b1 : b2 , then we ignore b2 and recursively apply S to b1 ,
since we know that l is held within the synchronized body.
If the body has some other conditional atomicity, then we
recursively apply S to both branches.
S(l, const)
S(l, mover)
S(l, atomic)
S(l, cmpd)
S(l, error)
S(l, (l ? b1 : b2 ))
S(l, (l ? b1 : b2 ))

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

l ? const : atomic
l ? mover : atomic
atomic
cmpd
error
S(l, b1 )
l ? S(l, b1 ) : S(l, b2 ) if l = l

The rule [exp fork] for fork e requires that the forked
expression have atomicity cmpd. In particular, a coarser

atomicity such as l ? cmpd : error is not allowed, because this
atomicity is equivalent to error when the lock l is not held,
and the newly forked thread does not initially hold any locks.
[exp fork]
P ; E  e : t & cmpd
P ; E  fork e : int & atomic

The type system also supports subtyping and subatomicities.
[exp sub]
P;E  e : s & a
P  s <: t P ; E  a  b
P;E  e : t & b

The remaining type rules are mostly straightforward. The
complete set of type judgments and rules is contained in Appendix A. If a program P is well-typed according to these
rules, and an arbitrarily-interleaved execution of P reaches
a state s in which no thread is executing an atomic method,
then the state s is also reachable via a serial execution of
P . An execution of P is serial if the execution of an atomic
method is never interleaved with actions of other threads.
This soundness property has been formally proved for an
earlier version of our type system [20] for a sequentially consistent shared-memory model.

3.4 Atomic bank accounts
To illustrate the use of our type system, we now apply it
to the bank account example of Section 1.1. We ﬁrst add
type annotations to the initial version of the bank account
stating that the ﬁeld balance is guarded by this, and that
all bank account methods are atomic.
class Account {
int balance guarded_by this =
atomic int deposit2(int x)
atomic int readBalance1()
atomic int withdraw1(int amt)
}

0;
{ ... }
{ ... }
{ ... }

Our type system detects that the withdraw1 method is not
atomic, since it consists of two sequentially composed atomic
expressions and therefore behaves erroneously under certain
thread interleavings.
We replace withdraw1 with the ﬁxed method withdraw2,
and also optimize readBalance1 to readBalance2, resulting
in an optimized synchronization discipline that we explicate
using the write guarded by annotation:
class Account {
int balance write_guarded_by this =
atomic int deposit2(int x)
{ ...
atomic int readBalance2()
{ ...
atomic int withdraw2(int amt) { ...
}

0;
}
}
}

The corrected and optimized implementation type checks,
indicating that all these methods are atomic.
An alternative implementation of the bank account may
rely on its clients to perform the necessary synchronization
operations. The following method signatures explicate the
requirement that the object’s lock must be acquired before calling certain methods, but not others. The methods deposit3 and withdraw3 are versions of deposit2 and
withdraw2 where the synchronized statement is hoisted out
of the method bodies and left to the caller. Our type system
can again verify that all these methods are atomic.

class Account {
int balance write_guarded_by this = 0;
atomic int deposit3(int x)
requires this { ... }
atomic int readBalance2()
{ ... }
atomic int withdraw3(int amt) requires this { ... }
}

4. EVALUATION
To evaluate the usefulness of our type system, we have
implemented it for the full Java programming language [23]
and applied it to a variety of standard Java library classes.

4.1 Implementation
Our implementation extends the type system outlined so
far to handle the additional features of Java, including arrays, interfaces, constructors, static ﬁelds and methods, inner classes, and so on. The extra type and atomicity annotations required by the type checker are embedded in special Java comments that start with the character “#”, thus
preserving compatibility with existing Java compilers and
other tools. The default atomicity for unannotated routines
is cmpd, thus the atomic type checker passes all unannotated,
well-typed Java programs. The checker allows class declarations to be annotated with an atomicity that is the default
atomicity for each method in that declaration, which makes
it is easy to specify that every method in a class is atomic.
The atomicity checker is built on top of the race condition checker rccjava [18], and re-uses rccjava’s machinery
for reasoning about the set of locks held at each program
point and the locks used to protect ﬁelds. The checker also
infers the atomicity of each expression and statement in the
program, and checks the atomicity of each method body.
If a method body’s atomicity does not match the declared
atomicity of the method, an appropriate error message is
produced. This error message describes the inferred atomicity of each operation in the method body, which is crucial
for determining the cause of atomicity violations.
In practice, programs use a variety of synchronization
mechanisms, not all of which can be captured by our type
rules. Like rccjava, the atomicity checker is able to relax
the formal type system in several ways when it proves too
restrictive. The no warn annotation turns oﬀ certain kinds
of warnings on a particular line of code, and is commonly
used if a particular race condition is considered benign. The
holds annotation causes the checker to assume that a particular lock is held from the current program point to the
end of that statement block.
The checker may be conﬁgured to make global assumptions about when locks are held. For instance, the command
line ﬂag “-constructor holds lock” causes the checker to
assume that the lock this is held in constructors. This
assumption is sound as long as references to this do not
escape to other threads before the constructor returns. Violations of this assumption are unlikely, and using it eliminates a large number of spurious warnings. We believe this
command line ﬂag could be replaced with a sound escape
analysis [10, 34] without signiﬁcant reduction in the expressiveness of the system.
Extending the atomic type system to handle arrays introduces a number of technical challenges. Following rccjava,
we use the type annotation /*# elems guarded by l */ to
specify the lock guarding the elements in an array. We also
introduce type annotations for arrays that are local to a par-

ticular thread, and for read-only arrays. In many cases, a
newly-allocated array is local to its allocating thread during
its initialization phase, and is later shared between threads,
either protected by a lock, or in a read-only mode. Since
the protection mechanism is part of the array’s type, we
use typecasts to accomodate such changes in the protection
mechanism. These typecasts are currently unsound, as in
C, rather than dynamically checked, as in Java. Many of
these typecasts could be statically checked by extending our
system with linear, unique, or ownership types [31, 6, 5].

4.2 Applications
To evaluate and gain experience with the atomicity checker,
we applied it to check several standard Java classes from
JDK1.4 that are intended to be atomic. These classes include StringBuffer, String, PrintWriter, Vector, URL,
Inflator, and Deflator, and vary in size from 296 to 2399
lines of code.
Adding appropriate type annotations to these classes was
mostly straightforward, once the synchronization discipline
of each class was understood. Determining the synchronization discipline of each class was often an iterative process,
where we used the checker to investigate the behavior of
large code ﬁles, and to ﬁnd violations of a hypothesised
synchronization discipline. While verifying the atomicity
of these classes, we had to add appropriate atomicity annotations to called methods in other classes. We also used the
command line ﬂag -constructor holds lock.
The atomicity checker succeeded in detecting a number of
subtle atomicity violations, including errors that would not
be caught by a race condition checker. A particularly clear
example of the beneﬁts of our type system is provided by
the the class java.util.StringBuffer (version 1.70 from
JDK 1.4). The documentation of this class states that all
StringBuffer methods are atomic. The StringBuffer implementation uses lock-based synchronization to achieve this
atomicity guarantee, and we formalized this synchronization discipline using guarded by annotations. The following
StringBuffer method append failed to type check, and an
examination of the method reveals that it violates its atomicity speciﬁcation:
public final class StringBuffer ... {
...
private int count /*# guarded_by this */;
/*# atomic */
// does not type check
public synchronized StringBuffer append(StringBuffer sb){
if (sb == null) { sb = NULL; }
int len = sb.length();
// len may be stale
int newcount = count + len;
if (newcount > value.length) expandCapacity(newcount);
sb.getChars(0, len, value, count); // use of stale len
count = newcount;
return this;
}
/*# atomic */
public synchronized int length() { return count; }
/*# atomic */
public synchronized void getChars(...) { ... }
}

After append calls the synchronized method sb.length(),
a second thread could remove characters from sb. In this
situation, len is now stale [9] and no longer reﬂects the current length of sb, and so getChars is called with invalid ar-

guments and throws a StringIndexOutOfBoundsException.
The following test harness triggers this crash.
public class BreakStringBuffer extends Thread {
static StringBuffer sb = new StringBuffer("abc");
public void run() {
while(true) { sb.delete(0,3); sb.append("abc"); }
}
public static void main(String[] argv) {
(new BreakStringBuffer()).start();
while(true) (new StringBuffer()).append(sb);
}
}

We also type checked java.lang.String, and discovered
that it contains a method contentEquals, which suﬀers from
a similar defect: a property is checked in one synchronized
block and assumed to still hold in a subsequent synchronized
block, resulting in a potential ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException.
public boolean contentEquals(StringBuffer sb) {
if (count != sb.length()) return false;
// under a sequential execution count == sb.length()
// but concurrent threads may change that property
...
char v2[] = sb.getValue();
// subsequent code wrongly assumes v2.length==count
// and may throw an ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException
...
}

Type checking java.io.PrintWriter raised interesting issues concerning rep-exposure [15]. For example, the following PrintWriter method tries to ensure atomicity using synchronization:
public void println(int x) {
synchronized (lock) {
print(x);
println();
}
}

However, both print and println write to an underlying
Writer, which was originally passed to the PrintWriter constructor. Hence, some other thread could concurrently write
characters to the Writer, without acquiring the protecting
lock used by PrintWriter. To deal with this problem, we
declared println and 9 similar methods in PrintWriter as
cmpd, and the remaining 17 public methods as atomic, and
then succeeded in type checking PrintWriter. Our experience suggests that an ownership type system [5, 6] or escape
analysis [10, 34] for reasoning about rep-exposure [15] would
be helpful in verifying atomicity.
The class java.util.Vector illustrates the need for the
extra precision in our type system aﬀorded by conditional
atomicities. The public method removeElementAt is atomic
when called without the vector’s lock being held, but also
must be a mover when called from removeElement with
the vector’s lock held, in order to verify the atomicity of
removeElement. Assigning removeElementAt the atomicity
this ? mover : atomic allows this class to type check.
public class Vector ... {
/*# conditional_atomicity this ? mover : atomic */
public void synchronized removeElementAt(int index)
{ ... }

Class
java.util.zip.Inflater
java.util.zip.Deflater
java.io.PrintWriter
java.util.Vector
java.net.URL
java.lang.StringBuffer
java.lang.String
All benchmarks

LOC
296
364
557
1029
1269
1272
2399
7186

total
20.3
24.7
35.9
13.6
33.1
18.9
21.7
23.3

guard
16.9
19.2
5.4
2.9
10.2
2.4
0.0
4.7

Annotations per KLOC
requires atomicity arrays
0.0
3.4
0.0
0.0
5.5
0.0
0.0
25.1
0.0
1.0
3.9
2.9
0.8
9.5
0.0
3.9
4.7
7.1
0.0
1.3
19.2
1.0
5.9
8.1

escapes
0.0
0.0
5.4
2.9
12.6
0.8
1.3
3.6

Table 1: Programs analyzed using the Atomicity Checker.

/*# atomic */
public synchronized boolean removeElement(Object obj){
modCount++;
int i = indexOf(obj);
if (i >= 0) {
removeElementAt(i);
return true;
}
return false;
}
/*# atomic */
public int indexOf(Object elem) { ... }
...
}

Apart from the need for conditional atomicities, type checking java.util.Vector was mostly straightforward. In particular, the race condition in lastIndexOf from JDK1.1 detected by rccjava has been ﬁxed.
The synchronization discipline used by java.net.URL is
fairly involved, and the atomicity checker reported a number
of race conditions. For example, the following method can
be simultaneously called from multiple threads, resulting in
multiple initializations of the ﬁeld specifyHandlerPerm:
private static NetPermission specifyHandlerPerm;
private void checkSpecifyHandler(SecurityManager sm) {
if (specifyHandlerPerm == null)
specifyHandlerPerm =
new NetPermission("specifyStreamHandler");
sm.checkPermission(specifyHandlerPerm);
}

We have not yet determined if these warnings reﬂect real
errors in the program or benign race conditions.
We summarize our experience in checking these classes
in Table 1. It shows the names and the sizes of the various classes that we checked; the number of annotations per
thousand lines of code required for each class; and breaks
down this number into guard annotations (guarded by and
write guarded by), requires annotations, atomicity annotations, array annotations (elems guarded by, etc), and escapes from the type system (holds, no warn).

5.

RELATED WORK

Lipton [28] ﬁrst proposed reduction as a way to reason
about concurrent programs without considering all possible interleavings. He focused primarily on checking deadlock freedom. Doeppner [38], Back [4], and Lamport and
Schneider [27] extended this work to allow proofs of general
safety properties. Cohen and Lamport [12] extended reduction to allow proofs of liveness properties. Misra [32] has
proposed a reduction theorem for programs built with monitors [26] communicating via procedure calls. Bruening [8]

and Stoller [37] have used reduction to improve the eﬃciency
of model checking.
A number of tools have been developed for detecting race
conditions, both statically and dynamically. The Race Condition Checker [18] uses a type system to catch race conditions in Java programs. This approach has been extended [7,
5] and adapted to other languages [24]. Other static race
detection tools include Warlock [36], for ANSI C programs,
and ESC/Java [19], which catches a variety of software defects in addition to race conditions. ESC/Java has been extended to catch “higher-level” race conditions, where a stale
value from one synchronized block is used in a subsequent
synchronized block [9]. Vault [13] is a system designed to
check resource management protocols, and lock-based synchronization can be considered to be such a protocol. Aiken
and Gay [1] also investigate static race detection, in the
context of SPMD programs. Eraser [35] detects race conditions and deadlocks dynamically, rather than statically. The
Eraser algorithm has been extended to object-oriented languages [40] and has been improved for precision and performance [11]. A variety of other approaches have been developed for race and deadlock prevention; they are discussed
in more detail in earlier papers [17, 18]. An alternative
approach is to generate synchronization code automatically
from high-level speciﬁcations [14].
Thus, reduction has been studied in depth, as have type
systems for preventing race conditions. This paper combines
these existing techniques in a type system that provides an
eﬀective means for checking atomicity.
Recently, Freund and Qadeer have combined both reduction and simulation in the Calvin checker to verify concise procedure speciﬁcations in multithreaded programs [22].
Our atomic type system is inspired by the Calvin checker,
but represents a diﬀerent point in the tradeoﬀ between scalability and expressiveness. While Calvin’s semantic analysis based on veriﬁcation conditions and automatic theorem
proving is more powerful, the syntactic type-based analysis of this paper provides several key beneﬁts; it is simpler,
more predictable, more scalable, and requires fewer annotations than the Calvin checker.
Atomicity is a semantic correctness condition for multithreaded software. In this respect, it is similar to strict
serializability [33] for database transactions and linearizability [25] for concurrent objects. However, we are not aware
of any automated techniques to verify these conditions. We
hope that the lightweight analysis for atomicity presented
in this paper can be leveraged to develop checking tools for
other semantic correctness conditions as well.
While our type system can check the atomicity of code
blocks, researchers have proposed using atomic blocks as
a language primitive. Lomet [30] ﬁrst proposed the use

of atomic blocks for synchronization. The Argus [29] and
Avalon [16] projects developed language support for implementing atomic objects. Persistent languages [2, 3] are attempting to augment atomicity with data persistence in order to introduce transactions into programming languages.

6.

[8]

[9]

CONCLUSION

Reasoning about the behavior of multithreaded programs
is diﬃcult, due to the potential for subtle interactions between threads. However, programmers often expect that in
certain “atomic” methods, such interactions do not occur,
and document these beliefs by characterizing these methods
as “synchronized” or “thread-safe”. Knowing that certain
methods are atomic signiﬁcantly simpliﬁes subsequent (formal or informal) reasoning about the correctness of those
methods, since they can be checked using traditional sequential reasoning techniques. However, despite the crucial
role of atomicity in reasoning about the behavior of multithreaded programs, programmers have had little support for
formally documenting or verifying atomicity properties.
To remedy this situation, we propose an extension to the
type language to allow methods to be annotated as atomic.
In addition, we present a type system for checking these
atomicity assertions. Although necessarily incomplete, this
atomic type system can handle a number of widely-used synchronization disciplines. We have implemented the atomic
type system, and our experience to date indicates that this
technique is a promising approach for building more reliable multithreaded software. Our type checker uncovered
atomicity violations in classes such as java.lang.String
and java.lang.StringBuffer that cause crashes under certain thread interleavings.
For sequential languages, standard type systems provide a
means for expressing and checking fundamental correctness
properties. We hope that type systems such as ours will
play a similar role for reasoning about atomicity, a crucial
property of many methods in multithreaded programs.
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P t
[type c]
class c . . . ∈ P
P c
P E
[env empty]
P ∅

[type Object] [type int]
P  Object

[env var]
P E

P;E  e : t & a
[exp sub]
P;E  e : s & a
P  s <: t a  b
P;E  e : t & b

[type long]

P  int

P  long
P;E  a
[atom basic]
P E
P;E  α

P t x∈
 Dom(E)
P  E, t x

[exp new]
P E P c
P ; E  new c : c & mover

[exp ref race]
P;E  e : c & a
P ; E  (t fd = e  ) ∈ c
P ; E  e.fd : t & (a; A(t))

P  s <: t
[subtype refl] [subtype class]
P  c1 <: c2 class c2 extends c3 . . . ∈ P
P t
P  t <: t
P  c1 <: c3

[atom cond]
P ; E  l : c & const P ; E  ai
P ; E  l ? a1 : a2

[exp var]
P  E E = E1 , t x , E2
P ; E  x : t & const

[exp ref guard]
P;E  e : c & a
P ; E  (t fd guarded by l = e  ) ∈ c
b ≡ (l[this := e] ? mover) P ; E  b
P ; E  e.fd : t & (a; b)

[exp assign race]
P;E  e : c & a
P ; E  e : t & a
P ; E  (t fd = e  ) ∈ c
P ; E  e.fd = e : t & (a; a ; A(t))

[exp ref final]
P;E  e : c & a
P ; E  (final t fd = e  ) ∈ c
P ; E  e.fd : t & (a; const)

[exp ref write guard]
P;E  e : c & a
P ; E  (t fd write guarded by l = e  ) ∈ c
b ≡ (l[this := e] ? mover : A(t)) P ; E  b
P ; E  e.fd : t & (a; b)

[exp assign guard]
P;E  e : c & a
P ; E  e : t & a
P ; E  (t fd guarded by l = e  ) ∈ c
b ≡ (l[this := e] ? mover) P ; E  b
P ; E  e.fd = e : t & (a; a ; b)

[exp assign write guard]
P;E  e : c & a
P ; E  e : t & a
P ; E  (t fd write guarded by l = e  ) ∈ c
b ≡ (l[this := e] ? A(t)) P ; E  b
P ; E  e.fd = e : t & (a; a ; b)

[exp call]
P ; E  ei : ti & ai t0 = c P ; E  b[this := e0 ]
P ; E  (b s mn(t1 y1 , . . . , tn yn ) { e }) ∈ c
P ; E  e0 .mn(e1 , . . . , en ) : s & (a0 ; a1 ; . . . ; an ; b[this := e0 ])

[exp let]

[exp if]
P ; E  e1 : int & a1 P ; E  e2 : t & a2 P ; E  e3 : t & a3
P ; E  if e1 e2 e3 : t & (a1 ; (a2  a3 ))

[exp while]
P ; E  e1 : int & a1 P ; E  e2 : t & a2
P ; E  while e1 e2 : int & (a1 ; (a2 ; a1 )∗ )

[exp sync]
P ; E  l : c & const P ; E  e : t & a
P ; E  synchronized l e : t & S(l, a)
P ; E  field
[field no guard]
P E
P ; ∅  e : t & mover
P ; E  [final]opt t fd = e

[exp fork]
P ; E  e : t & cmpd
P ; E  fork e : int & atomic

[field guard]
P ; E  l : c & const
P ; ∅  e : t & mover
P ; E  t fd [write ]guarded by l = e

P  field ∈ c
[field member]
P  c <: c
class c  . . . {. . . field . . .} ∈ P
P  field ∈ c
P  defn
[class]

P ; E  e1 : t1 & a1
P ; E, t x  e2 : t2 & a2 P ; E  a2 [x := e1 ]
P ; E  let t x = e1 in e2 : t2 & (a1 ; a2 [x := e1 ])

P ; E  meth
[method]

P;E  a P  t
P ; E, arg1...n  e : t & a
P ; E  a t mn(arg1...n ) { e }

P  meth ∈ c
[method member]
P  c <: c
class c  . . . {. . . meth . . .} ∈ P
P  meth ∈ c

E = cn this P  c
P ; E  field i P ; E  methi
P  class cn extends c { field 1...j meth 1...k }

P
[prog]
ClassOnce(P ) WFClasses(P ) FieldsOnce(P )
MethodsOnce(P ) OverridesOK(P )
P = defn 1...n e P  defn i P ; ∅  e : t & cmpd
P

Figure 2: The typing rules.
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APPENDIX
A.

THE TYPE SYSTEM

This appendix presents the type system described in Section 3. We deﬁne the following predicates informally, based
on similar predicates in [21].
Predicate
ClassOnce(P )
WFClasses(P )
FieldsOnce(P )
MethodsOnce(P )
OverridesOK(P )

Meaning
no class is declared twice in P
there are no cycles in the class hierarchy
no class contains two ﬁelds with the same
name, either declared or inherited
no class contains two declared methods
with the same name
overriding methods have the same
atomicity, return type, parameter types,
and requires set as the overridden method

A typing environment is deﬁned as
E

::=

∅ | E , arg

We deﬁne the type system using the following judgments
and the typing rules in Figure 2. We use the notation
[write ]guarded by to denote either write guarded by or
guarded by.
Judgment
P t
P  s <: t
P E
P;E  a
P;E  e : t & a
P ; E  field
P ; E  meth
P  field ∈ c
P  meth ∈ c
P  defn
P

Meaning
t is a well-formed type
s is a subtype of t
E is a well-formed typing environment
a is a well-formed atomicity
expression e has type t and atomicity a
field is a well-formed ﬁeld
meth is a well-formed method
class c declares/inherits field
class c declares/inherits meth
defn is a well-formed class deﬁnition
program P is well-formed

